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What portion of your arm do you think of as most
important when performing this action?
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∙ 39 verbs taken from
the survey shown to
6 right-handed,
healthy native
English speakers
∙ Surface EMG placed
on 6 right arm
muscles
∙ Instructed to
pantomime actions
as normal
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Understanding the relationship between movement and language
may improve cognitive and motor rehab for patients with
neurodegenerative diseases3
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What portion of your arm do you think of as most
important when performing this action?
Figure 2. Arm portion rating versus iEMG for each word for muscles distal to the
elbow (top, blue) and proximal to the elbow (bottom, red). * indicates p ≤ 0.02.
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Figure 3. Average relative iEMG for finger
(top) and arm (words)
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Semantic defintions of action-related words are related to
detailed aspects of motor behavior, but the importance of
the hand is overestimated for some upper extremity words
∙ Muscle activation is highest in arm segments related to semantic definitions of action words
∙ The upper arm isn’t rated as important in semantic definitions, but does contribute
heavily to total muscle activity regardless of upper extremity word type
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Arm and finger verbs are
distinguishable through motor
behavior, suggesting these
sensorimotor areas may be
accessed differently when
processing upper
extremity verbs
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Discussion

∙ Patients with neurodegenerative diseases often have difficulty processing and
recalling action words specific to their motor deficits1
∙ Motion-related cognitive impairments often appear before other symptoms2
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Can we detect differences in
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behavior based on
how people
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The way people think is
related to detailed aspects
of the way people move.

Question:
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∙ Sensorimotor representations are used for cognitive tasks like language comprehension4, but it’s
unclear if detailed sensorimotor information is used
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∙ Survey given to 28 healthy
native English speakers
∙ 195 verbs: bodily (”grasp”) and
non-bodily (“hope”)
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